A database is established that includes microphysical properties of raindrops, cloud droplets, ice nuclei (IN), snow crystals, and the relationship between radar reflectivity (Z ) and rainfall rate (R), based on the in situ data reported in the existing literature. The data coverage is divided into East Asia and the other regions (Americas, Europe, Australia, and Africa), and only the datasets obtained over land are considered. The main properties of microphysical variables over East Asia are presented and compared with those over the other regions. The main differences of the properties between those two regions are as follows. The average intercept (N0) of exponential-size distributions is much smaller over East Asia than that over the other regions and slope (λ) is slightly smaller. As for gamma-size distributions, the overall average value of intercept is much smaller over East Asia, and the range of parameters is narrower in East Asia compared with the other regions. In addition, most of the shape parameter γ are negative over East Asia, whereas positive γ appears frequently in the other regions. Compared with the other regions, the average cloud droplet concentration is much smaller in stratiform clouds over East Asia, and cloud liquid water content in East Asia is 0.114 g m −3 lower. There is a higher total mean IN concentration of 20.2 L −1 in East Asia, whereas it is 2.7 L −1 in the other regions. Compared with the other regions, the average N0 for snow-crystal-size distributions over East Asia is much smaller and λ is less than half of that. The Z-R relation shows that the average Z is larger in East Asia than that in the other regions for rains originating from convective clouds with the same R, whereas the average Z is slightly smaller in East Asia for rains originating from stratiform clouds.
Introduction
Clouds, which cover about 60%̶70% of the Earth surface at any given time, can exert an enormous influence on climate (Hu 1994; Quante 2004; Stephens 2005) . Clouds cool the Earthʼs atmosphere by reflecting the incoming shortwave solar radiation to the space. On the contrary, clouds reemit longwave radiation to the atmosphere, which warms the Earth surface. Clouds formed by different physical and dynamical processes play an important role in the Earthʼs water cycle (GEWEX Cloud System Science Team 1993; . Latent heating associated with the formation of rain (large water drops, snow crystals, and hail) is closely related to microphysical processes in clouds. In addition, cloud microphysics are concerned in the formation and evolution of hail, thunder, and lightning (Baker 1997) . Finally, cloud radiation has strong effects on responses of rainfall to large-scale forcing (Wang et al. 2010a; .
Cloud processes and related feedbacks have been confirmed to cause the largest uncertainties in simulations by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Houghton et al. 2001) . The main reason for this is that many microphysical and dynamical processes controlling the life cycle and radiative properties of clouds are not adequately represented in the models. Improving their representation is a key priority because clouds play an important role in the Earthʼs radiation budget.
East Asia undergoes one of the most pronounced monsoon climates of the globe for a long period of time, and the East Asian cloud systems have complex spatial and temporal structures (Ding and Chan 2005; Li et al. 2010) . However, there are few investigations into microphysical characteristics of cloud̶precipita-tion in the Asian region and the comparisons with those over the other regions. Because the cloud systems of the East Asian monsoon region have their respective characteristics, simulations are unlikely to make reliable weather and climate projections if the cloud systems in East Asia are not reasonably represented in the models. Many numerical models (including those developed in China and abroad) have been widely used in China for researches, operational weather, and climate predictions (e.g., Xu and Duan 1989; Kong et al. 1990; Xu and Wang 1990; Zhou and Wang 1996; Hong 1998; Guo et al. 2001; Xu et al. 2002; Jiang et al. 2004; Gao et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010c) . However, almost all microphysical schemes used in these models have copied from the numerical models developed abroad. For instance, the raindrop-size distribution of Marshall and Palmer (1948) , the snow-crystal-size distribution of Gunn and Marshall (1958) , the ice nuclei̶temperature spectra of Flecther (1962) , and the others are widely used in microphysical schemes. However, the data collected over North America and other regions do not represent conditions for the entire world. In view of this, it is necessary to ascertain the cloud̶precipitation physical properties over East Asia for the improvement of microphysical parameterizations in the numerical models.
So far, much attention has been paid to cloud̶ precipitation properties over East Asia, but the distinctions and similarities of cloud̶precipitation characteristics between East Asia and other regions have received little attention. For instance, You and Liu (1995) provided some preliminary cloud and precipitation microphysical characteristics in China and proposed that the cloud microstructure is related to the macroscopic ambient conditions. Deng et al. (2009) analyzed the cloud microphysical parameters from the observation data of 75 flights around the Beijing area during 2005 . Yin et al. (2011 summarized the microphysical particle concentrations and size distributions based on the long-term in situ observation data. Chen et al. (2013) analyzed the characteristics of raindrop-size distribution during the Meiyu season. Vol. 91, No. 4 Jounal of the Meteorological Society of Japan 508 Previous studies indicate that the East Asian summer monsoon exhibits distinctive characteristics of large cloud amounts with associated severe and persistent rainfalls and shows a unique role in the cloud̶ radiation interaction in east China ). Yu et al. (2004) analyzed the climatic impacts of the middle stratus clouds downstream of the Tibetan Plateau and proposed its unique cloud radiative characteristics and its formation mechanism. The purpose of the present study is to advance our understanding of cloud̶precipitation microphysical properties over East Asia using extensive measurement data. It is expected that these results will be useful for evaluating and improving microphysical parameterizations in numerical models over East Asia in the future. This paper is organized as follows. A general description of the data and method is provided in Section 2. A comparison for cloud̶precipitation microphysical properties between East Asia and the other regions is analyzed in Section 3. Finally, a summary and discussion are provided in Section 4.
Data and method
A survey of the existing literature on the in situ Gong et al. 2007 measurements of cloud̶precipitation microphysical properties was undertaken. Thereafter, a database was established to contain the microphysical properties of raindrops, cloud droplets, ice nuclei (IN), and snow crystals, as well as the relationship between radar reflectivity (Z ) and rainfall rate (R). From the datasets, by dividing the data coverage into East Asia and the other regions (defined as those regions that include the Americas, Europe, Australia, and Africa), several parameters were presented, including the mean concentrations of hydrometeor particles, liquid water content (LWC), and functional fitting parameters of particle-size distributions. The distribution of the measurement locations of rain, snow, ice nuclei, and the Z-R relation is shown in Fig. 1 Many studies have indicated the difference of cloud properties between oceans and continents (e.g., Squires 1958; Zipser and LeMone 1980; Zipser and Lutz 1994; Miles et al. 2000) . Only the clouds over land were considered in this study because our concern is focused on mainland China. Gamache (1990) pointed out that there was a higher ice particle concentration in convective clouds compared with that in stratiform clouds, and branched crystals are located predominantly in stratiform clouds, whereas column-shaped crystals are located commonly in both convective and stratiform clouds. Tokay and Short (1996) showed that the mode radius of drop-size distribution in rain from stratiform clouds at the same rainfall rate is larger compared with that from convective clouds. Therefore, the microphysical properties of cloud̶precipitation have been discussed with both types of convective and stratiform clouds in the present study. However, few measurements for snow crystal taken in convective clouds were collected over both East Asia and the other regions. Thus, only the characteristics of snow crystal in stratiform clouds are discussed. Similarly, there are only several observations in convective clouds over both East Asia and the other regions. However, there are 42 and 11 field observations with a large number of records for cloud droplet concentrations and LWC in stratiform clouds over both East Asia and the other regions, respectively. Thus, only the microphysical properties in stratiform clouds are analyzed in the present study.
Note that grouping all the measurements in the other regions in the above way does not mean that the properties of all cloud systems in the other regions are identical. Our main intention of this study is to compile together all measurement results taken in different regions around the world. If the cloud systems over East Asia have their own characteristics, they will be grouped together. Thus, the difference between East Asia and other regions is readily discernible. Note that we treat a contiguous measurement at the same site as one field experiment, and thereby, these measurement results can be considered as a series of field experiments.
Although the technology and instruments varied throughout the time period, some errors associated with instruments were considered for the data published in the original literature. In addition, an important aspect of the current study is the presentation of the published data on cloud̶precipitation in a consistent framework. The relevant quantities dispersed in existing literature are all typically defined, which make comparisons among the results by different investigators possible.
Results

Raindrops
Raindrop-size distribution (RSD) is one of the most important parameters in cloud microstructure because it is related to most physical processes in clouds. Studies of raindrop-size distribution properties are important to understand the microphysical processes in rain because variability of precipitation is directly linked to the variability of RSD (Waldvogel 1974; Martner et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2009) .
A model usually contains a few tunable parameters that should be easy to determine. In addition, the model should be capable of capturing the main physical processes and properties. Probably, the most widely used RSD model in the last several decades is the twoparameter exponential-size distribution based on observations, proposed by Marshall and Palmer (1948) , and it is given by
(1) ) is the slope parameter that is a function of R. For this analytical form, the RSD log-linear plot should be a straight line with the intercept N0 and a negative slope λ. In general, the "classic" N0 is not a constant and depends on R. Waldvogel (1974) pointed out that sudden increase or decrease in the value of N0 can be interpreted as a transition from one type of rainfall to Vol. 91, No. another, although their rainfall rates are the same. However, the two-parameter exponential-size distribution is limited owing to its inherent assumption that RSD is exponential. Numerous studies (e.g., Takeuchi 1978; Ulbrich 1981; Willis 1984) have proposed the use of gamma-size distribution:
with three parameters N0, λ, and γ. The exponentialsize distribution can be obtained as its particular case for γ = 0. λ is interpreted as the slope of the plot in a log-linear coordinate for the large drop part of the spectra and can have any positive or negative value. If γ is positive, it implies concave downward in a loglinear coordinate. For a negative γ, it is concave upward.
Historically, both exponential-and gamma-size distributions have been applied for representing the RSDs of rains originating from different types of cloud. Yin et al. (2011) rains generating from stratiform clouds, and good agreements have been obtained when gamma-size distribution was applied to fit the RSDs of rains originating from both convective and mixing clouds.
Because gamma-size distribution shows a good agreement with RSD, it is widely utilized in different regions, considering that exponential-size distribution can be obtained as its particular case, and that a series of mathematical advantage can be utilized. As listed in Table 1 , and 2.62 for the rains originating from stratiform clouds, respectively. As for the rains originating from convective clouds, the value of the parameter N0 varies from 24.1 to 1.9 × 10 5 m ) and 2.27 (ranging from −4.47 to 7.7), respectively. According to the statistical results, the overall average value of N0 over East Asia is much smaller than that in the other regions, and the range of the parameters in East Asia is narrower than those in the other regions. It is observed that negative γ appears frequently over East Asia, whereas most values of γ in the other regions are positive. The gamma-fitted raindrop-size distributions of rains originating from convective clouds are shown in Fig.  2 . Different patterns can be obviously observed by comparing the raindrop-size distributions between East Asia and the other regions. Most raindrop-size distributions concave upward in a log-linear coordinate over East Asia, whereas most concave downward in the other regions.
Exponential-size distribution has been shown by many authors to be suitable for applications in rains originating from different types of clouds. Such a distribution assumption has been utilized by many cloud models (e.g., Lin et al. 1983; Reisner et al. 1998) because of its simple expression (with two-parameter). Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. According to the statistical results, the overall average value of N0 is much smaller in East Asia than that in the other regions and λ is slight smaller, implying that the averaged raindrop-size distribution shows a lower raindrop concentration in East Asia compared with that in the other regions. The fitted RSDs are plotted in Fig. 3 (note that each line represents a fitted RSD). It can be observed that the mean of the overall RSD over East Asia shows a lower raindrop concentration and a less slope compared with that in the other regions. 
Cloud droplets
Cloud-droplet-size distribution (CDSD) is one of the most important microstructure properties of clouds. CDSD has a significant impact on microphysical processes and radiative properties of clouds, and a change in CDSD can significantly alter the precipitation intensity .
A significant number of measurements have been performed for the clouds over both East Asia and the other regions. In all measurement results, the cloud droplet concentration (Nc) ranges from 6.0 to 426.6 cm −3 with an overall average of 138.1 cm −3 in stratiform clouds over East Asia. In the other regions, Nc ranges from 24.0 to 1127.0 cm −3 with an overall average of 439.7 cm −3 in stratiform clouds. It can be found that the average Nc in stratiform clouds over East Asia is much smaller than that in the other regions. The overall average LWC is 0.150 g m −3 (ranging from 0.0002 to 0.52 g m CDSD has attracted increasing attention since the 1940s and great progress has been made in the field of cloud evolution theory. Several formulas are used to approximate CDSD, such as the exponential-, lognormal-, Weibull-, gamma-, and modified gammasize distributions . Deirmendjian (1969) suggested that modified gamma-size distribution can be used to fit different particles (rain, hail, cloud, etc.) . Its general form is as follows:
The four parameters N0, γ, λ, and μ are positive and real and not independent of each other, with γ being an integer. However, it is inconvenient to use the modified gamma-size distribution in operation because too many parameters need to be adjusted. In reality, gamma-size distribution (Eq. 2) is widely used in CDSDs. Numerous authors have noted that gamma-size distribution provides the best fitting with γ > 2 (e.g., Yan and Chen 1990; . According to a long-term study of CDSD, the parameter γ for CDSDs over East Asia has a wide range of variation from 0 (reduced to the exponential expression) to 12. N0 varies from 10 −9 to 10 2 cm −3 μm
, and λ is in the range 0.0034̶1.254 μm −1
. In Wong and Chidambaram (1985) , gamma-size distribution was discussed with N0 
Ice nuclei
Ice nuclei (IN) is meant for aerosol particles that are able to initiate the formation of ice crystals by four basic mechanisms̶deposition, condensationfreezing, contact-freezing, and immersion-freezing in clouds (Vali 1985) ̶and influence precipitation and climate by various processes Li and Mao 2006; Zeng et al. 2009a; .
The statistical results (Table 4) . A generally increasing trend from 1963 to 2003 is evident over East Asia (Yin et al. 2012) . However, Bigg (1990) conducted IN measurements for longer than 25 years in Sydney (Australia), Antarctica, Tasmania (Australia), and Hawaii (USA). His results showed that except for the last two years in Sydney associated with unusually wet weather and a period in Tasmania when there was extensive cloud seeding, there had been an apparent general decrease over those 25 years in these four regions. According to statistical results, the background IN concentration is higher over north China but has a less sensitivity to temperature compared with these over the other regions (Yin et al. 2012) .
Snow crystals
The previous studies (e.g., Gunn and Marshall 1958; Sekhon and Srivastava 1970) indicated that snowcrystal-size distribution can be described by exponential-size distribution, as in Eq. (1). Several authors have discussed snow-crystal-size distribution over East Asia (e.g., Sun and You 1965; Chen 1987; Xiang and Niu 2008) . According to the long-term studies of snow-crystal-size distributions (Table 5) ) and 2.95 mm −1 (ranging from 1.41 to 6.5 mm −1 ), respectively. It can be found that the value of λ over East Asia is less than half of that in the other regions; N0 is much smaller than that in the other regions. The fitted equations are plotted in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 , there is a lower number concentration of the small particles and the number concentration changes slower with the diameter over East Asia compared with that over the other regions.
Relationship between radar reflectivity and
rainfall rate The use of the relationship between radar reflectivity (Z) and rainfall rate (R) can promote the estimation of LWC and rainfall rate from Z. Empirical relationships between Z and R have been studied during the last several decades, which can be expressed as Z = aR b . Marshall and Palmer (1948) reported that Z = 200R 1.60 , which are suitable for the mid-latitude stratiform conditions. Fujiwara (1965) introduced the ranges for the coefficient a and exponent b for thunderstorm, shower, and continuous rains. Battan (1973) reported 69 Z-R relationships obtained from around the world. Chen et al. (2013) derived Z = 368R
1.21 for convective rains in the Meiyu season over eastern China. These studies and others pointed out that the values of the coefficient and exponent are closely related to cloud systems. Thus, the specification of Z-R relations according to rainfall types has been repeatedly attempted in this study.
In fact, the parameters a and b vary from case to case depending on not only rain type but also location and time. A summary of the parameters for Z-R relations for both the rainfalls from convective and stratiform clouds is listed in Table 6 ) and 1.41 (ranging from 1.16 to 1.6) for the rains originating from stratiform clouds, respectively. As for the rains originating from convective clouds, the average values of the parameters a and b are 238.3 mm 6 m −3 and 1.46, respectively. The fastest change, slowest change, and overall averaged Z-R relations are plotted in Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 5 , the value of Z is larger in East Asia than that in the other regions for the rains originating from convective clouds with the same R. On the contrary, Z is slightly smaller in East Asia than that in the other regions for the rains originating from stratiform clouds with the same R. There is a larger value of Z with the same R for the rains originating from convective clouds compared with that for the rains originating from stratiform clouds.
Conclusions and discussion
A database of the microphysical properties of raindrops, cloud droplets, ice nuclei (IN), and snow Vol. 91, No. 4 Jounal of the Meteorological Society of Japan 518 crystals is generated using the in situ data during 1958̶ 2010 our understanding, while the number and diversity of studies included in this survey are significant, there remains the possibility that some of the differences in average microphysical conditions derived here between East Asia and elsewhere in the world might result from under-sampling rather than genuine geophysical differences. The detailed results are as follows.
(1) Both exponential-and gamma-size functions are used to fit the raindrop-size distributions of rains originating from stratiform or convective clouds. The average intercept (N0) of exponential-size distributions over East Asia is smaller than that over the other regions and average slope (λ) is slight smaller. As for the gamma-size distributions, the overall average value of intercept (N0) is much smaller over East Asia than that in the other regions and the range of the parameters in East Asia is narrower than that in the other regions. Moreover, most of the shape parameter γ is negative over East Asia, whereas positive γ appears frequently in the other regions. (3) There is a higher average ice nuclei (IN) concentration of 20.2 L −1 in East Asia compared with that of 2.7 L −1 in the other regions. (4) Exponential-size distribution has been widely used for snow-crystal-size distributions. The average value of intercept (N0) in stratiform clouds over East Asia is much smaller than that in the other regions, and λ is less than half of that in the other regions. (5) The Z-R relation shows that the mean value of Z is larger in East Asia than that in the other regions for the rains originating from convective clouds with the same R. On the contrary, Z is slightly smaller over East Asia than that in the other regions for the rains originating from stratiform clouds with the same R. These results provide a basis for improving and building the parameterization schemes of cloud̶ precipitation microphysical processes in a numerical model for East Asia. The data collected over North America and other regions do not represent conditions for the entire world, and the archived data from other parts of the world should be integrated together so as to get a more accurate understanding of cloud microphysics. In China, not only the regional model but also the global model introduced from abroad did not perform very well because of the failure to properly consider the complex terrain, cloud systems, and other factors. Zhou et al. (2007) pointed out that the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model yielded a slightly higher total convective rain/stratiform rain ratio than the TMI and PR observations, produced much great amounts of snow and graupel, as well as more compact areas of intense convection and less anvil clouds. Jiang et al. (2005) employed seven models to conduct a series of East Asian climatology evaluation and proposed that simulation errors for surface air temperature, precipitation, and sea-level pressure are generally larger over and around the Tibetan Plateau. pointed out that the models underestimated the extreme precipitation amount by~50%. In this study, the in situ observations during the period 1960̶2008 were used to understand the cloud microphysics for East Asia and compared with those made in North America and the other regions, which are widely used by the modeling community. The results may be helpful for the development and evaluation of climate and weather models for East Asia. Further study of cloud and precipitation microphysical characteristics is required, and new approaches of observation (e.g., Yin et al. 2013) are necessary for advanced understanding of the explicit representation of clouds and precipitation in climate and weather forecasting models over East Asia.
Note that only general statistical results of cloud̶ precipitation microphysical properties were discussed in this study. The properties may vary with season. However, it is impossible to investigate the variability because of the data limitations. Certainly, with the development of observations, not only the differences in average microphysical conditions between East Asia and elsewhere in the world resulting from genuine geophysical differences but also those resulting from seasonal variation and factors of human activities are able to be considered for further under- standing the features of cloud̶precipitation microphysics over both East Asia and the other regions.
